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White Paper BCLOC 

 

Executive Summary 

 

The purpose of this white paper is to discuss the advantage in investing in Protective Capital 

Structures Cop. (PCSO) due to its Business Collateral Line of Credit (BCLOC) Security product. 

With the BCLOC Security, PCSO can process and fund billions of dollars in Securities in order 

to finance large projects (Real-estate and others) world wide.  The BCLOC Security has 

produced and can produce 4% (in points) and an interest rate that is very competitive.  PCSO has 

no debt because it does not take deposit, but its client must issue bonds or sell marketable 

securities , which is used to pay PCSO in cash over time.  PCSO currently sits at a market value 1

of over $22 billion , assets of $136 billion , with no debt.  Additionally, the 2019 3rd quarter net 2 3

revenue calculated to $7 billion  with expenses of .001 %.  The revenue is based on an accrual 4

rate due to over 10 years of BCLOC dormancy.  Consequently, the company’s dormancy period 

creates a lack of current operational cash liquidity.  Previous PCSO management could not 

convert the BCLOC Security into cash due to lack of complete understanding of the product. 

Previous management inapporpriately associated the product with a commercial mortgage.  This 

led PCSO trustee, Ed Johnson to relaunch PCSO in 2019 by hiring and educating new 

management  on the BCLOC functions and to explain that it is not a commercial mortgage.  The 5

BCLOC Security is a combination of hybrid security and derivative structure of products, which 

is designed to withstand any type of open-market default.  The BCLOC runs exclusively on 

Access Partner FinTech software (owned by Access Channel inc. a PCSO company).  This paper 

will provide a detailed explanation of our innovative product and its long term benefits to clients.  

 

 

1 PCSO assists clients in this process upon request. 
2 Market-cap reported by OTC Markets as of 3.9.20 
3 AUM is based on GAAP compliant unaudited statements. PCSO has identified Citrin Cooperman to audit 
companies 2017-19 financial statements. 
4 see footnote 2. Additionally, PCSO has identified Grant Thorton to oversee accounting upon audit completion. 
5 PCSO has identified Grant Thornton to work with its business development department to identify additional 
employees.  
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1. Introduction / Background 

Protective Capital Structures Corp. (PCSO) operates as a non-depository Non Bank Bank 

institution with no debt , purchased in 2004 by Trustee Ed Johnson.  PCSO is 99% owned by 

First Independent Financial Group (FirstGroup).  1% of FirstGroup’s  common stock is owned 

by the general public with their preferred stockholders held by the general public.  The  general 

public holds 46% of the preferred shares in the PCSO.   PCSO was born out of Automax Inc. 

located in Florida pursuant to a reverse merger; and quoted on the OTC Markets Pink Sheet in 

2004. 

By 2007, PCSO became a Non Bank Bank upon signing a binding commitment to use its stock 

to fund $1.456 billion in stock loans.  The stock loans are linked to other financial assets 

thereby transforming the products into  non-dilutive equity financing under the Step 

Transaction Doctrine, 26 USCS, 6664 or 6662;  thereafter calling it a Single Integrated 

Financial Transaction (i.e. S.I.F.T.). 

The BCLOC Security is issued by PCSO.  Today, PCSO has approximately $136 billion in 

BCLOC Securities.  PCSO purchased a credit rating for $25k with Standard and Poor's in 2008 

that was not fully received and executed .  Because of insufficient previous management,  the 6

process was not completed.  Therefore, it was determined that the BCLOC Security would 

have provided a AA+ to CCC- rating in 2008 as well as currently in 2020. 

Formation of PCSOs “Proprietary BCLOC Securities” coincided with the meltdown of the 

global financial markets (around 2008 and 2009) when market price for PCSO stock had 

dropped to $.002 per share.  As a result, the Company conducted a 100,000:1 reverse stock 

split to an average price of $21.54 per share to initiate private negotiations with institutional 

investors. 

Considering the facts and circumstances surrounding the markets at that period, PCSO agreed 

with its clients to sign their binding commitments at a privately negotiated fair value of $20 per 

6 PCSO intends to complete the process necessary to receive the credit rating it paid for in 2008. 
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share (instead of $21.54), for all Promissory Notes signed by the Company in 2008 to create a 

BCLOC Security or the Special Purpose Limited Corporation (SPLC) Notes. 

2. White Paper Covering Points  

The White Paper cover the following points: 

● What is the BCLOC and its components? 

● How BCLOC evaluates underlying assets to prevent default. 

● How BCLOC avoids default and builds cash for the customer. 

3. Problem Statement / Introduction 

Beginning in 2008, commercial and residential property values fell to such an extent that banks 

increasingly took hefty losses on defaulted loans.  State laws and the type of loan determined 

whether or not lenders could try to collect any deficiency from borrowers.  

Once people started defaulting on loans in record numbers, the mortgage crisis really heated 

up. Banks and investors began losing money.  Financial institutions decided to reduce their 

exposure to risk dramatically, and banks hesitated to lend to each other because they didn’t 

know if they’d ever get paid back.  To operate smoothly, banks and businesses need money to 

flow easily, so the economy came to a grinding halt.  Bank weakness and fear caused bank 

failures. 

The FDIC ramped up staff in preparation for hundreds of bank failures caused by the mortgage 

crisis, and some mainstays of the banking world went under.  The general public saw these 

high-profile institutions failing and panic increased.  In a historic event, the Country was 

reminded that money market funds can “break the buck,” or move away from their targeted 

share price of $1, in turbulent times.  Other factors contributed to the severity of the mortgage 
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crisis. The U.S. economy softened, and higher commodity prices hurt consumers and 

businesses. 

This raises the question: How to proactively predict, 5 years in advance, and avoid debt 

default by getting sectors such as real estate to a liquid format?  

4. Proposed Solution  

a. Introduction of Solution 

The BCLOC Security is a combination of a hybrid security and derivative structure of 

products, which is designed to withstand any type of open market default (similar to in 2008 

and what it is currently going through).  The BCLOC runs exclusively on Access Partner 

software (owned by Access Channel inc. a PCSO company).  

A derivative is defined under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA) as a 

financial instrument which derives its value/price from the underlying asset (long term 

promissory notes).  Originally, the underlying corpus (BCLOC), was first created and consists 

of one security or a combination of different securities.  The value of the underlying asset may 

change as the due to continuous change of the value of the underlying asset.  Generally, stocks, 

bonds, currency, commodities and interest rates from the underlying assets are based on the 

company’s model and licensed is likely to maintain their value.  

The value of the underlying asset (notes) which determines the BCLOC value is made up of 

the following “4 legs of collateral”: 

1) Issuer Stocks; 

2) Swaps contracts (US Treasuries); 

3) Customer stocks; and 

4) Cash hedge accounts hereinafter referred to as a “collar” 
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b. Application of Solution 

In order to effectively describe how the BCLOC solves the problem of proactively predicting, 

5 years in advance, the avoidance of debt default by getting sectors such as real estate to a 

liquid format - an evaluation using the underlying asset (i.e. long term Note) must occur.  This 

evaluation is the key component of the BCLOC Security.  The asset can be evaluated by 

analyzing the valuing of the following 7 financial instruments: 

1) Public Stock purchased by the Borrowed from PCSO; 

2) The term of the Note and the interest rate paid to PCSO; 

3) Customer Public stock used by the BCLOC Security and how it’s used; 

4) The amount of U.S. Treasuries to be used by the BCLOC Security; 

5) Size of the Annuity Policy or guarantee account to be used by PCSO; 

6) What % of customer’s EBITDA that can be used to determined the risk (determination 

made by our Fin-Tech Company); and 

7)  Projected Cash Flow from the sale of the Public stock (from customers and PCSO). 

The Fin-Tech Company determination of risk triggers the amount of cash to prevent a default. 

This creates the notification 5 years before the date default may occur which then triggers the 

seven instruments of the BCLOC listed above to protect clients and assets.  The trigger allows 

for the necessary calculated amount to be placed in a hedge account “collar” (hedge account 

can consist of cash or cash equivalents (US treasuries, stock)).  Therefore allowing for sectors, 

such as real estate, to get into a liquid format to avoid defaults.  

5. Future Direction / Long-Term Focus 

Regarding the overall future direction of the problem and solution previously stated, PCSO 

strongly believes with the BCLOC Security the accumulation of cash will allow the prevention 

of future recessions.  Specifically, BCLOC will allow accumulation of tax deferred capital 

based on the 35 year long term notes.  In addition to a future of avoiding defaults, the BCLOC 
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Security will allow for the recoupment of loan repayments and for large commercial business 

loans in the real estate and other sectors to continue. 

For marketability, the long term focus is to rebuild our balance sheet, be in position to move to 

NYSE which provides for a deeper market.  PCSO stock trading and BCLOC Security 

exposure allows for PCSO to expand from non depository financial institutions to commercial 

banking.  

6. Results/Conclusion 

Based on the information provided above, the BCLOC Securities product allows for avoidance 

of defaulting on loans for customers.  Traditional products do not accumulate cash value nor 

can it proactively avoid defaults 5 years in advance.  With traditional products, risk is greater 

and loan to valuation ratio is limited.  Typically, having one source of collateral support is the 

common theme for traditional products and all parties suffer for it.  The BCLOC Security has 

produced and can produce 4% (in points) and an interest rate that is very competitive.  With the 

BCLOC Security, PCSO can process and fund billions of dollars in Securities used to fund 

very large Projects (Real-estate and others) world wide. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Scenarios 

How is the value of the BCLOC derivative determined? 

- The value of the derivative is created from the seven instruments as listed above and is 

determined daily from the underlying assets.  

For example, in a real estate transaction, the lenders model will determine if the business of the 

real estate is approaching the default status.  If that occurs, the model values all seven 

components as listed above and will drive the value of the derivative.  When the underlying 

value drops below a critical point as determined by the model, the collar is used to hedge that 

fall.  

Example:  In 2008, when one of the customers named Restoration Inc. 

closed their BCLOC at a price of $20 per share after the lender had 

conducted a reverse stock split of 100,000 to 1; that $20 per share was 

below the adjusted price of $40 per share after 100 to 1 reverse stock split; 

which caused the BCLOC to be valued at a higher price.  The price 

adjusted shortly thereafter.  The value of the derivative changed to a lesser 

price.  The lesser price was changed to a higher price because the private 

stock of the customers book value was priced higher which then allowed 

the value to be adjusted.  In addition, the US treasury swap contract, which 

provides intrinsic value, was given more support and value to the BCLOC; 

thereby gave more support to the derivative in 2018.  

The value of the cash hedge account (collar), (i.e. the guaranteed insurance policy contract), 

added additional value to the derivative.  As a result of the added addition value to the 

derivative, a business opportunity provided more going forward value (i.e. deferred business 

cash flow from the annuity contract).  Restoration III LLC (client) came to the lender in 2003 

requesting 27.5 million dollars of a derivative/BCLOC contract.  In 2018 the underlying value 
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determined by the company’s model was $5.6 billion.  The values have changed drastically 

over ten years however, the contractual collar has always been in place to protect the customers 

gain. 

What is an example of the index pricing of the BCLOC Security? 

INDEX PRICING OF THE BCLOC SECURITY 

                                   PRICING AS AT SEPTEMBER 30, 2019 
 

PRE-EBITDA PRICING  PRODUCT@ BCLOC 
 RATE PAR VALUE INDEXED-VALUE 

Wilshire 5000 Index (12/31/2018 – 09/30/2019) 17.87% 2,000,000 $ 2,591,400 
30-YR. Treasury Index (12/31/2018 – 09/30/2019) $2.739 2,000,000 $ 5,478,000 
Cash Hedge Account (Index Collar)  60,000 $ 60,000 
TOTAL  4,060,000 $ 8,129,400 

PRE-EBITDA BCLOC P RICE 200.23 % 

Index-linked stock structuring is priced at periodic rate changes in the Wilshire            
5000, and the Treasury is priced at 30-Year U.S Treasury yield with changes is              
valuation recognized as gains or losses in Other Comprehensive Income. 

 
POST EBITDA PRICING  
BCLOC Indexed-VALUE Pre-EBITDA $ 8,129,400 
Business Cash Flow (EBITDA) $ 2,000,000 
BCLOC PAR VALUE POST-EBITDA $ 10,198,400

POST- EBITDA BCLOC PRICE 251.19 % 
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SUMMARY OF THE PRICING EXAMPLE 

As indicated in the foregoing example, the BCLOC pricing information relative to            
PCSO at the quarter-end September 30, 2019, is priced at 251.19% to the security’s              
base of $4,060,000 or 151.19% above Par. Based on pricing relation of the Wilshire              
5000 Index, the stock would have gained 17.87% or $591,400 from the base. The              
30-year U.S. Treasury-linked position of the $2 Million Swap is priced at the balance              
sheet date yield at $2.74 to Par. As cash positions, the Cash Hedge Account and the                
Tax Deferred Annuity of the EBITDA are not indexed. However, the entire portfolio is              
hedged based on the BCLOC Index Collar Cash Hedging procedures as sampled            
above. 

The above analyzed example gives the BCLOC Security a Total Pre-EBITDA           
Indexed- Valuation of $ 8,198,400 ($2,951,400 + $5,478,000 + $60,000= $8,198,400);           
leading to a pricing value before EBITDA of $200.23% to Par. With the addition of               
the Deferred Tax Annuity of the EBITDA as expressed in the example, the BCLOC              
Security is projected to have an increased valuation by $ 6,138,400 or 151.19% above              
the Par Value of $4,060,000 in a year. 
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Appendix B – Options 

The value of the underlying asset (ie long term notes) which determines the BCLOC value is 

made up of the following “4 legs of collateral”: 

1) Issuer Stocks;  

2) Swaps contracts (US Treasuries); 

3) Customer stocks; and 

4) Cash hedge accounts hereinafter referred to as a “collar” 

For example, the value of the BCLOC is a repackaged PCSO stock which becomes a derivative 

because it is used as a four-legged collateral which incorporates the following 7 financial 

instruments: 

1) Public Stock purchased by the Borrowed from PCSO; 

2) The Term of the Note and the interest rate paid to PCSO; 

3) Customer Public stock used by the BCLOC Security and how it’s used; 

4) The amount of U.S. Treasuries to be used by the BCLOC Security; 

5) Size of the Annuity Policy or guarantee account to be used by PCSO; 

6) What % of customer’s EBITDA that can be used to determined the risk (determination 

made by our Fin-Tech Company); and 

7)  Projected Cash Flow from the sale of the Public stock (from customers and PCSO). 

If the customer business asset (cashflow) isn't available, then liquidation of private company 

stock will be used to supplement the business asset value - no real threshold price (up to PCSO 

to assist in liquidation of stock). 

Appendix C – Authors (2) 

Charles Johnson, Vice Chairman PCSO Board 

Ed Johnson, PCSO Trustee 
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